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Are you still searching or already traveling
The travel behaviour of Central

of all hotel bookings in Europe were

Europeans is generally characterised by

made via booking.com in 2017. In the

the continuous increase of the number of

same year, the largest traditional tour

bookings; both for longer and short trips.

operators TUI generated over 18 billion

This applies to the number of annual

euros, followed by Thomas Cook with

bookings per person and to the

more than 11 billion euros. But it seems

expenditure per trip. The digitization of

only a matter of time before a change of

the tourism industry seems to be the

guard takes place in the top ranks of the

strongest driver for this development.

industry.

Being able, as a customer, to be informed
about destinations and their possibilities

While booking.com and comparable

online at any time and transparently and

providers are building their business

to book the desired trip directly at the

models on existing resources and are

click of a mouse has been boosting the

outpacing traditional houses by

tourism industry for years.

networking these resources, the next

digital generation has long been ready to
The Amsterdam-based online provider

radically change the rules of the game in

booking.com, with a worldwide annual

the industry once again. The company

turnover of more than 10 billion euros, is

airbnb, founded in 2008, is probably the

the industry leader among digital travel

most prominent representative of this

providers. While traditional tourism

new generation and where booking.com,

companies such as TUI and Thomas

founded in 1996, took more than twenty

Cook operate their own hotels, cruise

years to operate on an equal footing with

ships and airlines, booking.com specialise

the traditional providers, the new

in comparing travel rates and booking

generation will be able to do so in just a

hotels, holiday apartments, flights and

few years.

rental cars. According to a study by the
European hotel association Hotrec, 65.6%
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As in other technology-driven industries,

second generation digital tourism service

digitalization seems to be shortening the

providers, is developing and how Internet

half-life of successful business ideas in

users are currently using their services.

tourism as well.

The focus is on the information and
booking behavior on the websites of the

Airbnb has no intention of owning and

largest representatives of these two

operating its own hotels or arranging

generations of digital tourism:

commercial overnight accommodation.

booking.com and airbnb. Which

Airbnb sees itself as a marketplace for

destinations are searched for and who

booking and renting private

are they booked by? How does the

accommodation without resorting to an

search take place without personal

existing hotel infrastructure. Contact

advice? Do the different providers

between private host and guest is

exclude each other or are they used in

established and the handling of the

parallel? How much time elapses

booking is regulated; host and guest then

between a first search, a possible

pay a fee to airbnb for this service. Based

booking and the day of departure? Are

purely on this platform model, airbnb

there any differences between short trips

generated around 2.2 billion euros in

and longer holidays during the search

2017. While booking.com bases its

and the conclusion of the contract? How

business model on existing resources,

do traditionalists differ from baby

the next generation, such as airbnb or

boomers, from generations X, Y and Z or

Uber, is promoting the shared use of

are there intergenerational patterns and

previously completely or partially unused

segments? Where can you find the latest

resources in the field of passenger

trend group, the Solo Female Travelers?

transport; specifically the possibility of

Are business travelers already on the

providing private living space for

platform trip and does their use differ

temporary or long-term commercial use.

from that of private individuals?

This paper aims to shed light on how
travel behavior, in this mix of first and
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The data basis for this analysis is the

time of the trip (date of arrival and

digital life board, in which the Internet

departure), the number of travelers with

usage behavior of over 2,000

and without children ,as well as private

representatively selected persons in

and business bookings are determined. A

Germany, France and Great Britain is

total of 13,367 search operations were

recorded on the user side. For this

identified during this period, including

purpose, the selected participants have

636 business trips and 12,731 private trips.

installed a tracking software on their

By country, these are 308 business trips

digital devices after prior consent, which

in Germany, 209 in France and 119 in

records all data generated during daily

Great Britain, as well as 5,419 searches for

surfing. This includes not only domains,

private trips in Germany, 5,007 in France

but also URLs of visited websites with

and 2,305 in Great Britain.

date, time and duration of the visit as well
as search terms used. This data is
categorized, processed and analyzed.
The basis of this study is therefore not
the self-declaration of Internet users, but
their actual behavior. In addition, the
participants were asked in several online
surveys about their socio-demographics,
interests, consumption and travel
behavior.

The survey is based on all visits of these
persons either to airbnb or to
booking.com between March 2017 and
August 2018. It looks at travel plans,
intentions and bookings, i.e. events on the
portals where visitors intend to travel to a
specific location and search for
accommodation for that location. The
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As far away as possible or just around the corner
In the digital travel market of Central

own country (49% of searches) and the

Europe, represented by Internet users

British have the highest proportion of

from Germany, France and Great Britain,

searches abroad outside Europe (30%). A

40% of private travel searched is for a

look at the generations explains these

domestic trip, 40% for a foreign trip within

shifts: while in France and Great Britain

Europe and 20% for a long-haul trip

the interest in foreign travel decreases

outside Europe (20%). There are large

with age - and the attractiveness of

differences between the three countries.

domestic travel increases, the interest in

Germans search online proportionally

European travel among the oldest cohort

more often for trips abroad in Europe

in Germany increases. Otherwise, in all

(55% of searches), the French prefer their

three countries the generations YouTube

Percentage of destinations sought for private travel on booking.com and airbnb
46,6%
43,0%

33,1%

31,8%

23,8%
21,6%

Domestic trip
8

Foreign trip within Europe

Trip outside Europe

(born after 1995) and Millennial are using

A comparison between the first

the digital travel market specifically for

generation of digital travel markets and

their strong interest in travelling abroad.

the second generation also shows
significant differences (Figure). Airbnb is

In contrast to traditional travel agencies,

used more for domestic travel;

through which the majority of domestic

accounting for 46.6% of all searches. At

and intra-European trips are booked,

booking.com, the top figure is 43% for

online travel agencies in all three

trips to other European countries. The

countries are more likely to be used than

platform provider for renting private living

travel agencies to look for a holiday

space appears to be particularly

destination outside Europe. This is mainly

attractive for domestic travel. Looking at

due to the younger cohorts' preference

the three markets separately, this

for long-distance travel and their affinity

assumption cannot be confirmed

for organising this digitally and on their

throughout. While in France every

own. The British, and especially the

second search operation on airbnb is

younger cohorts, cover the longest

used for a domestic destination, the

distances for their holiday destinations.

British search less for domestic and more

The generations YouTube and Millennial

for non-domestic destinations. In

generations in Great Britain are looking

Germany, airbnb is used even more

for holiday destinations that are, on

frequently for trips to other European

average, more than 3,500 km away from

countries than for trips to neighboring

their place of residence. This is only

cities.

2,000 kilometers in Germany and 2,200
kilometers in France.

All in all, the digital travel market follows
familiar patterns in the choice of

In addition to age, the budget determines

destinations. The younger generation

the destination. In all three countries,

want to discover the world and, unlike in

long-haul travel with more income is

the past, make use of the digital

more frequently sought after, with the

possibilities to do so even beyond a big

difference between low and high earners

wallet.

being smallest in Great Britain.
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Between Sabbatical Year and Weekend Trip
In the digital travel market, the short

holiday trips in 2017 were shorter than

holiday is sought somewhat more

five days (source: Der deutsche

frequently than the long holiday trip. In

Reisemarkt 2017, Deutscher

61.4% of search queries, a duration of two

Reiseverband), the travel duration via the

to four days is selected for the arrival and

digital travel route corresponds to the

departure dates. Short trips in France

total volume of tourism. Looking at the

(65.1%) and Great Britain (64.4%) are more

exact number of travel days, the British

popular than in Germany (56.5%). If one

look for the shortest holiday trips, on

compares the share of search queries

average one day less than their

with short travel durations to the actual

neighbours in France and Germany.

travel bookings in Germany (53% of all

Share of trips with a duration shorter than five days in the digital search

65,1%

64,4%

56,5%

GER
10

FR

UK

Share of trips with a duration shorter than five days in the digital search on booking.com and airbnb

70,9%

69,3%

58,5%

58,3%

54,8%
51,2%

GER

FR

UK

The age of the travel seeker has a similar

booking.com more for shorter holidays

effect on the duration of the trip as on the

than they do on airbnb, whereby the

destination. The youngest group

difference is most striking in France and

resembles the oldest cohort in its

Great Britain (figure). Here, it is above all

preference for longer holidays. People

the uncomplicated way of booking a

take advantage of school and semester

hotel via booking.com that makes the

holidays to make longer trips, retired

platform particularly attractive for short

people among them. Employed people

trips. Although airbnb offers a clear price

look for shorter holidays and more often

advantage over an overnight stay in a

for a weekend trip. The exception in this

hotel, the booking hurdle is higher due to

case are the British, who from the

private contact and key handover. This

generations YouTube and Millennial

(still) has a negative effect on the

hardly look for longer vacation trips.

attractiveness of the offer.

In all three countries people look on
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Alone, as a couple or with family
Our attitudes and actions follow our life

and 49 years of age. Only within the

situation. You do what you are. This also

group of seniors does the number of

applies to travel behavior. People with

fellow travelers decrease in Germany. A

their own family (here between 30 and 49

possible cause is the different number of

years) are looking for an overnight stay

children per household. This is much

for more people than older people or

higher in France and somewhat higher in

young people (figure). This is true across

Great Britain than in Germany. On the

all countries, but more striking in France

other hand, fewer people in Germany

and Great Britain than in Germany. Here,

simply look for family holidays in the

the YouTube generation looks for the

digital world than in the comparable

same number of travelers in the search

countries. In France, almost a quarter of

masks as the baby boomers between 30

all search queries are for two

Average number of travelers in digital search

3,25

3,23
3,08

2,91

3,10

2,91

2,72
2,53

3,12

3,24

2,76
2,77

2,69

2,70

2,62
2,54
2,26
2,12

14-19

20-29

30-39

GER
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40-49

FR

UK

50-59

60-69

Proportion of holiday planning with two adults and at least one child (family) in the digital search

23,0%

17,2%

10,8%

GER

FR

UK

adults with at least one child, in the UK

of search queries by parents in the three

still almost 20% and in Germany only one

countries: 28% of all search queries in

in ten queries.

Germany are made by parents, 43% in
France and 33% in Great Britain, one

Since German families do not travel less,

comes to the conclusion that Germans

it can be assumed that the digital market

not only take last place in the comparison

of holiday planning with families is still

of the digital affinity, but especially

lagging in Germany compared to France

parents in Germany act more cautiously

and Great Britain. A glance at the actual

on the digital travel market.

booking rates measured on booking.com
and airbnb further confirms this. In
France, 15% of all searches end in a
booking, in Great Britain 18% and
Germany tails behind with 14%. If one
puts these rates in relation to the number
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This picture is confirmed by comparing

is more risky than arranging a hotel room

the use of booking.com and airbnb by

through a hotel comparison site. In the

parents. Parents in France and Great

UK, on the other hand, airbnb is already

Britain not only use these platforms more

used more frequently for a family holiday

frequently, the different preference

than booking.com.

between booking.com and airbnb by
parents is also significantly less

A contrary use of the two platforms can

pronounced in these countries than in

be observed in holiday planning without

Germany (Figure). In Germany,

children. On airbnb, people search more

booking.com is used twice as often for

often for options and accommodation for

family holidays as airbnb. When planning

multi-person trips without children than

family holidays, parents in Germany are

on booking.com (figure). In all three

not only far less online, they also act

countries, people on the Internet without

more cautiously, assuming that booking

children are less anxious about the lack

private accommodation over the Internet

Share holiday planning with two adults and at least one child (family) in the digital search on booking.com and
airbnb

25,3%
22,0%
18,8%
16,8%

12,2%

6,1%

GER
14

FR

UK

of legal and logistical security for

more likely than men to seek multi-

accommodation at airbnb. Here, one

person travel without a child (Figure). In

looks for the price advantage of a private

France, the opposite is true.

accommodation in relation to the hotel
reservation over booking.com.

In general, this type of holiday planning is
sought at roughly the same level in all
three countries. Here, the childless

Europeans differ far less than their
friends and neighbours with children.
More important is the difference in the
comparison of men and women and their
respective search behavior. In Germany
and its British counterparts, women are

Share holiday planning with two adults without a child in the digital search on booking.com and airbnb

23,0%
20,3%

16,4%

11,3%

GER
14

12,9%

12,1%

FR

UK
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Proportion of holiday planning with at least two people without a child in the digital search

17,1%
15,0%

14,9%
12,8%

12,7%

10,4%

GER
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FR

UK

It is not surprising that this form of travel

this circle of acquaintances. In France

is also a phenomenon, especially among

and Great Britain this trend is far less

the younger but also among the older

pronounced. In principle, this trend is

cohorts. Here, travelling together without

most pronounced among young women

a child is preferred to a solo holiday.

(Figure).

One of the latest trends in the travel

YouTube and Millennial generation

market is the increasing demand for

women are self-confident and

destinations, services and tips for women

independent enough to discover the

travelling alone, also known as solo

world on their own. However, older

female travelers. More and more women

women are also taking more and more

are looking for the adventure of setting

pleasure in this trend, albeit so far mainly

off into the world without fellow travelers.

in Germany. The right platform for this

7.5% of all German inquiries on the

trend is airbnb in all countries. You want

examined digital web pages come from

to be in the hub of life and not in a hotel.

Percentage Search for travel by Solo Female Traveler by age and country

14-19
20-29

11,0%
10,1%

30-39

8,9%

40-49

7,6%
6,6%
5,6%

6,1%

50-59

6,3%
5,1%

5,6%

5,4%

3,9%

60-69

4,7% 4,5%

4,5%
3,8%

2,8%

0,0%

GER

FR

UK

Share Search for Travel by Solo Female Traveler on booking.com and airbnb

10,1%

6,9%

6,5%

5,7%
3,5%
2,5%

GER

FR

UK
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Customer Journey: from search to booking
The desire to travel to a certain place, to

and arrangements and then book them

a certain country, in a particular season,

or you start the information search again

alone or in company, by car, plane or

and perhaps even end it without booking.

cruise ship, to a hotel, backpacking or
holiday resort, can be inspired in a variety

The duration of this phase between the

of ways: through films, magazines, books,

first search for a destination and a

stories, blogs, surfing the Internet,

booking or the termination of the search

through one's own experience of past

can vary. The average duration of this

journeys, conversations or through a pure

phase is 28 days for Germans, six days

desire for adventure. In the digital travel

longer than for the French and eight days

market, one usually ends up in the phase

longer than for British. It seems, at least in

of searching for information, which

this context, as if the Germans live up to

follows the desire, sometimes on google.

their cliché of well-organized planners

Here, google is often more targeted,

who take more time for the search, and

sometimes more wait-and-see according

they also start this search earlier on

to countries, regions, cities,

average. On average, Germans book their

accommodations, travel reports, pictures,

holidays four months before departure.

videos, hashtags and so on, and the

This varies according to destination and

search results are followed with a mix of

duration of the journey (domestic

curiosity and demand. From a certain

journeys and short trips are only booked

point in time, the search is condensed

three months before beginning of the

and you switch from general pages to

journey). It is, however, a far cry from the

travel pages and from there to the pages

spontaneity and adventurous spirit of the

of providers such as booking.com and

Frenchmen, who leave only two months

airbnb. If you find what you are looking

between the reservation and departure

for there, you book your accommodation

time.

and then organise your arrival and
departure or compare different offers

18

ahead of French and British in the
For all three countries, the younger a

number of destinations they compare

cohort is, the less time elapses between

(figure). These nations are much more

the first search and the booking and

determined in comparison and commit

between the booking and the first day of

themselves to a destination earlier.

the holiday.
The only exception is the greater
Are Germans really more thorough in

willingness of both the French and British

their longer planning phase, which also

to use booking.com and airbnb in parallel.

begins much earlier, or do they just take

Almost 10% of the French and British

more time for the same effort? It is

show this behaviour, whereas only 5% of

uncertain whether they are more

the German users are active on both

thorough or more indecisive, but they do
spend a longer time on the search with
more search content. Germans are far

Percentage of people searching for more than one destination in digital search

54,0%
48,9%

40,3%

GER
14

FR

UK
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platforms. Here the French and British are

searched for at one place.

again similar to the younger cohort; who
also use more frequently both platforms.

If you compare the composition of the
group of travelers for whom you are

The type of search on booking.com

looking, you can see that Solo Female

differs from the search on airbnb. While,

Travelers book their trip much later, i.e.

on average, more destinations are

more quickly than people who are

searched for on booking.com, or more

looking for a family or a travel group

travel regions are compared (figure) and

without children. In return, Solo Female

the search period up to a booking is on

Travelers invest more time in the search,

average 30% longer, only one destination

although in comparison they search for

is more frequently searched for via

fewer destinations than the other two

airbnb. On booking.com more is

groups: only 35% of Solo Female

compared, weighed up and rummaged,
on airbnb offers and vacancies are

Percentage of people searching for more than one destination in digital search

57,9%
53,0%
45,7%

44,2%

40,4%

36,3%

GER
20

FR

UK

Percentage of people searching for more than one destination in digital search

54,8%

54,0%

35,3%

Families

Groups without children

Solo Femal Travelers

Travelers search for more than one

percentage from the Last Minute group

destination, by families and childless

book on airbnb and booking.com.

groups this is significantly more than half
(figure).

This spontaneous form of vacation (not
planning) is more popular with Solo

The last thing to look at is the popularity

Female Travelers than with families and

of last minute travel, the ultimate

childless groups. However, parents with

adventure for spontaneous travelers

children are still clearly more frequently

(defined as booking within a period of 15

represented in the last minute group than

days before departure). Last minute

childless travelers, for whom finding a

travelers are more likely to go to an

suitable date to travel with their

domestic accommodation than to a

companions is a hurdle when booking

European or non-European foreign

last minute..

country and rather on a short trip than an
annual holiday, whereby the same
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At the end of the information phase,

Families and childless groups book about

there is the conclusion of the purchase;

50% more often than solo female

the booking of accommodation, or the

travelers and in the last minute option

waiver of a booking or the booking of this

70% less often than after long travel

trip via an alternative point of sale.

planning. Here the real options stand
probably more frequently in the way of

In the digital travel market, bookings are

the spontaneous desire, because with

most frequent in Great Britain. 18% of all

long or short planning the short trip is

search phases end with the booking of an

booked more frequently than the annual

accommodation (figure). In a comparison

vacation. Here it is the higher costs that

of the platforms, booking.com with a 50%

prevent a booking more frequently. The

higher booking rate is ahead of renting

same applies to the travel distance: the

private accommodation, with the

further you want to go, the less often you

difference being smallest in Germany

book.

and largest in France.

Percentage of bookings digital search sessions

22,2%
20,1%
18,0%

13,6%

14,8%

14,8%
13,2%

12,2%

Total

Total
GER

22

11,3%

Total
FR

UK

A short trip into the business world
The market for business travel has hardly

searched for is 1.48, significantly lower

been addressed in tourism research so

than for private trips (2.84). At two

far and even less in the digital market.

months, the average time of booking is

The technical measurement of visitor

much closer to the day of arrival than for

data on booking.com and airbnb does not

private trips with almost four months. At

provide a clear indication of whether the

over 80%, the proportion of short stays of

visit was private or business. In the

less than five days is significantly higher

database, one can only approach the

than the proportion of private trips at just

probability of whether it is a search for a

over 60%, and almost 40% of business

business trip. In the following, a search

trips are booked at short notice,

for a business trip is any search in which

compared with 20% for private interests.

at least one time "business" has been
selected in the selection field on
booking.com or airbnb or the searcher is
employed full-time or half-day, searches
alone and there is no overnight stay from
Friday to Sunday in the search period. All
other trips are considered as private trips
in the analysis.

If one considers national differences and
the different use of digital marketplaces,
there are clear differences here as well.

In all three countries, the share of
domestic searches for business trips is
significantly higher (figure). In Germany,
however, it is significantly higher than in

14

Business trips usually differ from private

the other countries, with 60% more

trips in the clearly defined purpose of the

domestic business travel searches. This is

trip. One starts the journey in order to

probably due to the different structure of

perceive one or more dates at another

the countries. In contrast to France and

place and this is confirmed also in the

Great Britain, where almost all companies

comparison of the analyzed search

are represented in Paris and London,

behavior of business trips with private

Germany is not centrally structured and

journeys. The average number of persons

business trips are more frequent.

23

Share of domestic destinations in private and business searches

58,9%

49,6%

48,5%

41,6%
39,3%

GER PRIVATE
GER BUSINESS
FR PRIVATE
FR BUSINESS
UK PRIVATE

UK BUSINESS
24,6%

14
24

Proportion of visits to airbnb and booking.com

94,8%

88,2%

82,0%

69,4%

60,3%
57,0%

GER PRIVATE
52,3%

GER BUSINESS

51,2%

FR PRIVATE
FR BUSINESS
UK PRIVATE
40,4%

UK BUSINESS

25,2%
22,3%

12,3%

airbnb

booking.com
25

In all three markets, booking.com has

private travel increases by 150%, in the

higher booking rates within business

UK by 90% and in France by 50%. In

searches than in private searches and

contrast to private travel, a fixed date

higher booking rates than on airbnb

determines the tour and one aligns the

(Figure).

trip to a few, mostly strict factors such as
price, location and Internet connection.

The option of using private
accommodation for business trips seems

to be common only in France. German
and British employees are much less
likely to use this option. Business travel
booking rates are also higher in all three
countries (Figure). In Germany, the rate of

Booking rate for private and business searches

34,7%

34,5%

GER PRIVATE
GER BUSINESS

22,0%

FR PRIVATE
18,0%
13,6%

14
26

14,8%

FR BUSINESS
UK PRIVATE
UK BUSINESS

Twelve characteristics of the European online travel
market
1.

40% of search queries on digital travel portals relate to domestic
accommodations, 40% to other European countries and 20% to Non-Europe.

2. The budget determines the destination on the Internet. With more income,
long-distance travel is more frequently sought.
3. On airbnb people look more often for domestic destinations, on
booking.com for foreign European countries.
4. Short trips are slightly more popular on digital travel platforms than long
vacations.
5. People look more often for short trips on booking.com than on airbnb.

6. In France 25% of all search inquiries are for family trips, in Great Britain 20%
and in Germany only 10%.
7. On airbnb relatively more persons search for a group vacation without kids
than on booking.com.
8. The trend of the digital Solo Female Travelers is only popular in Germany.
The suitable platform for this trend is airbnb.
9. Germans search longer and book earlier.
10. People on booking.com compare more and on airbnb they book faster.
11. The booking rate on booking.com is 50% higher than on airbnb.
12. booking.com is used more frequently for business trips than airbnb.
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ONLINE TRAVEL MARKET TODAY
The Internet has long since arrived in our lives. Many consumers regularly inform
themselves digitally about products, services and costs and order products and services
more and more frequently by mouse-click. The Internet has long since become
indispensable information behavior and shopping, but does this also apply to the travel
market? Of course, when we rummage through travel blogs and see pictures of
influencers from the hotspots of the world, we already get wanderlust, let our thoughts
drive us and search online directly for regions and accommodations, but do we also book
online?

In order to find answers to these and other questions, respondi has recorded the Digital
behavior of over 2,000 representatively selected people in Germany, France and Great
Britain. For this purpose, the selected participants installed a tracking software on their
digital devices with prior consent, which records all data generated during daily surfing.
The basis of this study is not only self-declaration of Internet users, but their actual
behavior.
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